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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1724-Andrius and the

kids departed from the manor.

The little ones were very sensible on the way and did not speak.

Andrius hesitated for a while before calling Byron.

Byron picked up immediately when the call went through. ” What’s wrong,

Andrius?”

“Byron, I came to pick Lucian up, but… Nox and Estie wanted to follow, so I brought

them with me…”

Andrius sounded guilty.

He was unsure if his decision to bring all the kids would bring them trouble.

He thought Byron would blame him for it, but Byron said nothing and agreed after

a few seconds of silence.

“I see. Put the phone on speaker mode. I’ll talk to them.”

Andrius heaved a sigh of relief and put the call on speaker mode. Then, he said to

the kids in the passenger’s seat. ” Your daddy wants to talk to you guys.”

The kids’ eyes lit up in joy. They leaned forward as if they could see Byron through

the phone if they were closer.

“Daddy! Where’s Mommy?”

Andrius felt sorry for the kids upon hearing their question. He could only focus on

the road and try not to look at the kids’ innocent faces.

On the other end, Byron was silent for a few seconds before speaking gently.

“Mommy’s fever is getting a little serious. However, she wrote herself a prescription

and wants Lucian to help nd the herbs. Don’t worry.”

When Daddy said this, Lucian and Nox were relieved.

After all, they believed in Mommy’s skills, and if Mommy had written the

prescription, it would be all right!

The little ones asked expectantly, “Can we see Mommy when we get there?”

Byron’s gaze turned gloomy. “Mommy is waiting in the hospital. You’ll come directly

to the research institute.”

Hearing this, the little ones were disappointed, but they knew now was not the

time to act like spoiled children, so they had to agree.

“When you get here, be good and don’t disturb your brother,” Byron reminded

them.

“Okay,” the little ones answered in their cute voices.

The conversation ended, and Byron said to Andrius, “Alright then. I’ll be waiting for

you all at the research institute.”

Byron hung up the call and strode into the research institute.

Calian waited inside with Mary and Linda.

“President Lawrence.”

Mary approached him anxiously, asking, “How is Rosie doing now? Is someone

watching after her?”

He nodded. “I asked the experts to look after her.”

Then, he looked at Calian and handed over the prescription written by Rosalie to

him. “Sir, this is the prescription written by Rosie just now. Please have a look.”

Calian took it and stared at it for a few minutes. His eyes brightened with

excitement.

It was a prescription that Rosalie wrote for herself in a very short time while

suffering from severe poisoning.

Up until then, Calian had been troubled by the illness.

Calian did not expect this woman to be so great! The prescription needed some

improvement, but she had written the basic herbs required.

He just needed to add a few more herbs to reduce the risk.

“I was right about her!”

Calian cried out in joy.

The few people around him looked at him in a puzzle.

Old Master Loewe looked at Byron as he praised, “Boy, you’ve found a treasure!

Rosalie is a genius!”
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